Face to Face: Praying the Scriptures for Spiritual Growth helps you turn your devotional times into a daily experience of transformation. Adapting and personalizing select Bible passages, Dr. Kenneth Boa shows you how to be serious about following Christ, long to become more like Him, and know that the Bible contains the life-changing truths that will help you reach that goal.

When you're serious about following Christ, you long to become more like Him. You also know that the Bible contains the life-changing truths that will help you reach that goal. Face to Face: Praying the Scriptures for Spiritual Growth helps you turn your devotional times into a daily experience of Spiritual Growth. Bible Studies. Are there situations in your life that are hard? If you have been a believer for very long I'm sure people have told you to pray when life is hard. After many years in the faith, I realized there are parts of the scripture that we often ignore. Fasting is a spiritual discipline that the original believers would have practiced and seen great value in. But fasting setting aside what we seek for satisfaction in order to seek God for satisfaction is not regularly taught in 21st Century churches. Why not? Fasting is where the power is, where the abundant life takes root and keeps on giving you strength to fight the real battle for the Kingdom of God! Don't believe me? Check out these fasting and prayer scriptures and see for yourself. This is a guide for praying Scripture back to God. This volume is organized into two parts: a daily growth guide that takes the reader through three months of daily affirmations on the Attributes of God.